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ZANEEN



Zaneen provides 
ARCHITECTURAL, 
DESIGN and EXTERIOR 
solutions.

https://zaneen.com/products/overview&class=Architectural
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&class=Design
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&class=Exterior


Here is a collection of 
images for your hotel 
specifications. 



Through 
our values, we 
promise you 

reliability.

“We find 
strength in our 
relationships 
from partners 
to clients.”



The Italian nationality plays a significant role in the 
company’s business model, as the heritage families 
grew up in cities known for entrepreneurship in product 
and design. Zaneen [1981] worked alongside sister 
company Anthony’s Art Design for years, until advancing 
into a second generation leading lighting provider of 
customizable and technically advanced solutions. 
Robert’s parents Sergio and Pierina Pietrobon immigrated 
to Toronto in 1952 from Castelfranco, a city and commune 
in the Veneto region of northern Italy. After 18 months on 
the northern railroads, Sergio Pietrobon transitioned into 
the construction industry focusing in on brick-laying and 
general contracting.  This is where Robert spent most 
of his summers during his youth. Submersing himself 
into Toronto construction developments; Robert gained 
appreciation in the elements of architectural design. 
He learned how to work with architects, read blue prints, 
and coordinate the materials and labor needed to 
construct a building.  In 1977 Robert met his future wife, 
Florence Basso and mentor, Onorino Antonio (Anthony) 
Basso. The Basso family were from the same region of 
Veneto as the Pietrobon family roots.
Anthony Basso was born in 1927 in a town called Nove di 
Bassano that was famous for ceramics dating back to the 
16th century. The land was rich in clay due to the lowering 
water levels of the Brenta River. It was only fitting that 
Anthony’s family owned and operated a ceramic factory 
‘P Basso Ceramic’s’ in their hometown. As a learned 
sculptor and model-maker Anthony had always dreamt of 
bringing his skills to North America. In the mid 1950’s the 

Basso’s immigrated to Toronto, where Anthony and his 
wife Bertilla Zanin built a company called “Anthony’s Art 
Design”, referred to as Anthony’s, which focused on the 
manufacturing of table lamps. 
Robert Pietrobon, under his father-in-law’s mentorship, 
gained his love and admiration for the beauty of design 
in the field of ceramics and lighting. As the company 
evolved, Robert became Vice President of Anthony’s, 
and together with his father-in-law, built the company 
to a national success.  In order to compliment and 
expand their market presence, Robert Pietrobon and 
Anthony Basso established Zaneen Lighting in 1981.  
Zaneen’s name stems from Robert’s mother-in-law’s 
(Bertilla) maiden name, ZANIN. Zaneen Lighting and 
Anthony’s worked side by side for 18 years, before the two 
companies separated after the death of Anthony Basso in 
1998. 
Zaneen Lighting has expanded far beyond its 
original program of decorative lighting. With Robert’s 
determination and flexibility to adapt to the ever-changing 
industry, now Zaneen Group Inc.  offers three sectors of 
lighting solutions: Architectural, Design and Exterior. With 



UL Laboratory 

As a value added partner in the 
supply chain, Zaneen performs 
final assembly and electrification; 
safety certification for North 
American standards and 
luminaire customization for ease 
of integration and installation. 
All products undergo our quality 
management process through 
the laboratory to ensure every 
luminaire we manufacture and 
deliver is of the highest technical 
quality.

Headquarters

Our headquarters has
50+ employees working hard
to help you with during the
entire process: specification
to installation. 

Showroom 
Designed to inspire.
Our showroom is staffed
with knowledgeable
lighting professionals and is 
adjacent to our headquarters 
located in the Castlefield
Design District of Toronto. 

over 18 established and exclusive European company 
partnerships, the Zaneen brand is known across North 
America as a full service lighting provider. As of 2008, the 
company was deemed a second generation family owned 
and operated business as one of Robert’s five children 
joined Zaneen. Today, all five children are a part of the 
company; expressing the same pride and ownership in 
growing Zaneen, just as the original founders, Robert and 
their late grandfather Anthony.
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15

An impactful 
first 
impression, 
is important for any space. The entrance is the opening line to your 
company’s story.  It’s in this environment where you choose to be 
bold, subtle, exotic, or complimentary.

entrance

Italian       

Spanish   

German   

Dutch 

Finnish 

entrata

entrada

eingang

ingang

sisäänkäynti

↑   IDAHO

→   ZERO ROUND
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Create movement 
through light 
with dynamic 
configurations.

↑   BELLA

→   SIGN DIVA DANCER

↑   KiPS

↗   NEVERENDING
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Lighting 
creates an 
atmosphere
A lobby should be a comfortable room that attracts visitors to sit and 
relax. Artistic and sculptural lighting fixtures act as a secondary art 
piece for people to admire during their visit.

lobby

Italian       

Spanish   

German   

Dutch 

Finnish 

atrio

vestíbulo   

empfangshalle

lobby

aula

↑   RONTONTON

→   VIISI
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Focus on a single aspect to elevate the space:

material,
texture, 
movement, 
or shape. 

↑   NOD

↗   SMOKE

→   OLIVIA EMMA AND CLIO

↑   TUBINO 

→   BLOX
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Function 
defines 
accessibility, 
which is the core value to designing a public space. Building for 
everyone allows an environment to adapt accordingly to ones needs; 
fluid luminaries play a key role in achieving this.

public

Italian       

Spanish   

German   

Dutch 

Finnish 

pubblica / o 

pública / o 

öffentlichkeit

openbaar

julkinen

↑   SUPER G

↗   SUPER G
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Flexible luminaires  
adapts to the function of 
a space.

↑   VIENIGIÙ

↗   SPARKS

→   SNOOKER



27
←   RALPH 

↗   TUBE
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A new way of 
dining,
is inclusive of a multi-use space. A table set for four is a way of the 
past. A table may turn into a bar, which then becomes a communal 
lounge. A light fixture is one of the few pieces that defines the 
purpose of a space.

bar | restaurant

Italian       

Spanish   

German   

Dutch 

Finnish 

bar | ristorante

bar | restaurante

bar | restaurant

bar | restaurant

baariravintola

↑   ELAINE

→   COLLIER



31

Create flexible atmospheres with adjustable fixtures.

↑   SNOOKER

↗   FIREFLY

↑   ZERO ROUND

↗   BELLA 
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Brightness 
stimulates 
productivity, 
in any given workspace.  There must be a balance between natural 
and task lighting, along with the positioning and angle of the fixture. 
Good lighting is one you can’t recognize in a workspace.

meeting room

Italian       

Spanish   

German   

Dutch 

Finnish 

sala riunioni

sala de reuniones

konferenzraum

vergaderzaal

kokoushuone

↑   BROOKLYN

→   HADI
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Have your lighting work 
for you. 

←   SNOOKER

↑   NODO

→   SPIDER
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heath club

Italian       

Spanish   

German   

Dutch 

Finnish 

club della salute

club de salud

gesundheits club

gezondheids-club

terveyskerho Performance 
relies on more 
than strength, 
Lighting has become a large part of fitness, as its an additional 
sensory used to set a pace or mood for an activity. Brighten a space 
with one set of fixtures, but define a space with another. 

↑   SCATTO

→   FINO



39

Utilize lighting to energize you.

←   NODO

↑   GLORIOUS and SIGN
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Create 
movement 
through light, 
instead of text or visuals. A corridor is a passing space that connects 
you from point a to point b. The way in which lighting is configured 
will define the pathway and movement of an individual.

corridor 

Italian       

Spanish   

German   

Dutch 

Finnish 

corridoio  

corredora   

gang

gang

käytävä 

↑   IDAHO

→   SIGN



43

Embrace the power of light, and the 
ability to produce movement and 
fluidity. 

↗   DICE

→   NEVER ENDING

↑   YPSILON

↗   KIPS



45

Lighting 
speaks 
louder than 
words.

↑   FOUR 

↗   FLAMINGO

→   GOOO!
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Lighting 
directs the 
mood, 
of a bedroom as it transitions throughout the day.  Achieve this 
variety of ambience through technical elements such as, warm dim, 
0-10 dimming and multi-step touch dim control.

bedroom

Italian       

Spanish   

German   

Dutch 

Finnish 

camera da letto

habitación

schlafzimmer

slaapkamer

makuuhuone

↑   BELLA

→   TUBINA
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Control the mood of a bedroom.

↑      JACKIE 

↗      CLASSIC

→      PLA

 

↗   BO-LA

→   INCONTRO
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Good lighting 
is key, 
for self reflection. A bathroom is a state of mind; how the light 
reflects your face through a mirror will define your perspective.

bathroom

Italian       

Spanish   

German   

Dutch 

Finnish 

bagno

baño

badezimmer

badkamer

kylpyhuone

↑   SMOOTHLINE

→   YPSILON



53

Illuminate a bathroom with precision, 
calculating the distance between the 
fixture, a mirror, and yourself. ↑   SIGN

↗   BILD

→   DOMINO
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personalize

Italian       

Spanish   

German   

Dutch 

Finnish 

personalizzare

personalizar

personifizieren

personaliseren

mukauttaa Identity is 
built on 
individuality, 
Lighting’s real estate in a space is quite large and should not be 
underestimated. Personalizing a fixture with brand colors, laser cut 
text, and cohesive materials will blend design into personality. 

↑   NEVERENDING

→   CENTRIQ
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Make your mark with colors, cuts and textures.

↖   VICTORY

←   GROOVE

↑   ALDECIMO
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We 
are a group, 
exclusively 
distributing 

our European 
partners since 

1981.

You can click on the name of each Partner to discover their page on our website

Architectural Exterior

Italy

Italy

Spain

Italy

Italy

Italy

Italy

Spain

Spain

Italy

Italy

Austria

Holland

Italy

Canada

Finland

Italy

Aria Ivela 

Cini & Nils 

Fambuena

Icone 

Knikerboker

Letroh

Linea Zero

Milan

Ole 

Panzeri

Platek

Prolicht 

Quasar 

Side

Studio Zaneen 

Tunto

Unonovesette

CountryPartner Design

https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Aria%20/%20Ivela
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Cini%20symb_am%20Nils
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Fambuena
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Icone
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Knikerboker
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Letroh
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Linea%20Zero
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Milan
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Panzeri
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Platek
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Prolicht
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Quasar
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Side
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Studio%20Zaneen
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Tunto
https://zaneen.com/products/overview&custitem_brand=Unonovesette
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